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MYSTERIOUS METAL OBJECT FALLS FROM SKY 

Charleston, South Carolina- Thursday, August 30, 1962- LS- An Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal Unit sent three divers into Twin Lake near Concord, North 
Carolina before dawn Wednesday (August 29) to search for a mysterious •1ong 
metal objectn which was s�en to fall into the lake on the 28th. The Divers 
failed to find the object, but did come up with some 'foil' some four to 
five inches in diameter. They could not identify the-matter; however, they 
took it back to Charleston, South Carolina with them for identification. 
(SOURCE: The Augusta Chronical- August 30, 1962- Augusta, Georgia). 

ADVERTISING PLANE ? OBJECT OVER Ai'll:ANTA 

Atlanta, Georgia- August 28, 1962- (LS) - Abop.t 20 persons inc]..uding a for
mer Naval Aviationist, sigh�ed an unidentified flying object at approx
imately 9:15P.M. on the 28th of August, as it flew oter Atlanta's Ogle
thorpe Apartments, one wi tne'ss describing it as fi ttlng- the description of 
a "flying saucer.11 The:· object, described as a luminous· disc, was first 
thought by an Airways Operations Specialist to be a DC-8 jet taking ofr, 
:but this theory was abandoned when the plane in question was established as 
flying in the opposite direction of the UFO. A later explanation that the 
object may have been an advertising plane with-a light apparatus that could 
conceivably resemble the object described is under investigation. (SOURCE: 
ROAP- Atlanta, Georgia, with special thanks to Har�en Parks of·WQXI Radio 
for alerting us of this repo�t) • 
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DBOS ·sEEN1 IN THREE STATE AREA SPUI'NIK? 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin- S�ptember 6, 1962- LS- A number.of reports of un
identified flying objects seen over Nebraska� �innesp_ta, and W�s�onsin 
before dawn today (September $�h) were called by scient�sts the crashing 
Soviet earth satellite, Sputnik IV. The Russian object; which 'did crash 
at approximately the same time as the UFO reports was described by Milwaukee 
Astronomical Society Director Edward Ao Hallbach as "spectacular, a once-in-

• a-lifetime sight." Look-See withholds comment by reason of the fact that 
we lack such essential information as: The times of the UFO reports (Sputnik 
was seen to break up upon re-entering the Earth's atmosphere at shortly 
before 5:00 A.M. EST); description of the UFO(s) compared to de'scriptions 
of the dyi� Soviet space vehicle; etc. (SOURCE: The Atlanta Constitution -
September 6, 1962). 

NEWS BRIEFS 

Tulare, California- Advance Register- 19 July 1962 - TULAREAN SEES STRANGE 
LIGHT- An early rising Tularean saw a strange light in the sky about 4 AM 
this morning. "It was one huge light. A yellow glow .. " That's' the way 
Arnold Correia,.20101 Road 44 described it. He said the object· was South
west of town and heading North when it made a straight "T" turti�1;ip.d headed 
West. He said it disappeared in about four minuteso For a time it looked 
"Like it was standing still", he said. He said it left a reddish flame in 
its wake. (SOURCE: Washington State NICAP Subcommittee). 
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HEWS BRIEFS - continued 

IMPORTANT- THIS IS URGENT: The National Investigations Committee on Aerial 
Phenomena, long recognized by UFOlogists as the best UFO Organization in 
the 'publicity' field needs YOUR support to succeed in its mission. Their 
work is vital to ALL UFOlogists, for it is NICAP that keeps our congress 
(in the USA) and govermental bodies throughout the world informed on the UPO 
enigma. A special report, named THE UFO EVIDENCE is ready for publication 
at NICAP. IT ABSOLUTELY PROVES EVEN TO THE SCEPTIC THAT UFOS ARE REAL! The 
publishing of this report and the support o f  NICAP are vital. Send a con
tribution NOW for any amount, small or large, to: NICAP, 1536 Conn. Avenue, 
Washington-;; DoC. 

UFO Color Photo in Antartica: An unidentified "very strange" object was 
seen over Cape Hallet1 Antartica, at 11:10 PM on the evening of 9 July •. 

Harold T. Fulton, President of Civilian Saucer Investigation, New Zealand 
(now in recess) forwarded several news clips as well as the text of a radio 
broadcast containing this information: Mr. CoBo Taylor1 scientific leader 
at Hallet Station, reported by radio telephone on the lOtho The object had 
3 yellowish-white lights, the canter light being midway between the other 
2 and much brighter than the others. It trav·elled Southwest to Northeast, 
with its highest point in the Northwest about 35 degrees from the zenith. 
When the object was in the Northern skyi it emitted a brilliant flash of 
white light. As it neared the horizon, the smaller lights disappeared in 
the auroral glow. "It took about 3 or 4 minutes to cross the skyo11 Taylor 
said "We have no idea what it could have been." Seven of the station's 
eighteen men saw the object, which was also photographed by the al�-sky 
auroral camera, in coloro (SOURCE: APRO Bulletin, 4145 Eo Desert Place, 
Tucson, Arizona). -. 

Please credit Look-See for material used. Send news to: Look=See» 2875 
Sequoyah DT1ve, Atlanta 5, Georgiao 


